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The ρ-calculus, also called the rewriting calculus, originally emerged from
dierent motivationsand from a dierent communitythan the λ-calculus.
It was introduced to make explicit all the ingredients of rewriting such as rule
application and result [CK01]. In ne the ρ-calculus provides an extension of
the λ-calculus with additional concepts originating from rewriting and func-
tional programing, namely, pattern-matching, and a structure construction
which provides collections of terms.
There are several aspects of the ρ-calculus that have been studied so far.
The dynamics of the computations has been studied [FMS05] by dening in-
teraction nets for the ρ-calculus. We can mention also the study of type
systems [BCKL03,Wac04] and its application in a proof theory that han-
dles rich proof-terms in the generalized deduction modulo [Wac05]. On a
more practical side, the ρ-calculus has been used to give a semantics both to
rewrite based languages [CK01] such as ELAN [BKK+98] and to the atelier
FOCAL [Mod,Pre03], an environment dedicated to the development of certi-
ed computer algebra libraries (ongoing works). Also, the ρ-calculus has been
used to implement ecient decision procedures [SDK+03].
The management of collections of terms is crucial in calculi like the ρ-calculus,
in logic programming or in web query languages. Typically, matching con-
straints that are involved in the calculus may have more than one solution
this is also the case for example in programming language like TOM [Tom],
Maude [Mau], ASF+SDF [ASF] or ELAN [Ela]and thus generates a collec-
tion of results.
As previously mentioned, the ρ-calculus extends the syntax and the op-
erational semantics of the λ-calculus by providing matching constraints and
collections of terms. For example, let + be a commutative symbol, x, y be
variables and a, b constants. In the ρ-calculus, the pattern-matching con-
straint x[x + y  a + b], that is the application of the matching constraint
x+y  a+ b to x, reduces to a collection of terms consisting of the two terms
a and b and denoted a o b. In fact, the two solutions of the pattern matching
problem x + y  a + b, respectively {x← a, y ← b} and {x← b, y ← a}, are
both applied to the body of the pattern matching constraint x and then we
get the two results a and b. The corresponding evaluation rule is given by:
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M [P  N ] →σ Mσ1 o . . . oMσn
where {σi}ni=1 is the set of solutions of the matching problem P  N .
To handle collections of terms, we distribute the structure operator over
the application and the abstraction operator:
(M1 oM2)N →δapp M1N oM2N
λx . (M1 oM2) →δabs λx . M1 o λx . M2
The ρ-calculus consists thus of four evaluation rules: the β rule inherits
from the λ-calculus, the σ rule to deal with pattern matching constraints and
the δ rules to deal with collections of terms.
Dierent works on the ρ-calculus propose dierent approaches to deal with
collections of terms. They were originally [CK01,Cir00] represented using sets.
In more recent works [CLW03,RC], they are represented via a structure con-
struction whose operational semantics is parametrised by a theory (typically
a combination of the axioms of associativity, commutativity and/or idempo-
tence) that the user chooses depending on the way s/he wants to deal with
non-determinism in the calculus. For example, the original semantics of `sets
of results' is recovered by considering the associative, commutative and idem-
potent (ACI) theory on structures.
The generality given by those recent works is broken when the matching
constraints involved in the calculus may have more than one solutions [Fau05].
In this case the theory on structures cannot be arbitrary and thus collections
of results should be represented using sets. Moreover, two dierent derivations
of a ρ-term may only dier on the strategy used for the application of the δ
rules. We propose to identify them by assuming that terms are taken modulo
the equivalence relation generated by δ rules. More practically, we consider
normalized rewriting [Mar96] by splitting the evaluation rules in two sets: the
operational semantics now consists only of the two fundamental rules β and
the σ and on the other hand we use the δ rules to consider canonical sets, that
is terms that are always normalized w.r.t. the δ rules.
This is not only a matter of taste since this has strong impact on the
fundamental understanding of the calculus. The computational mechanism
of the calculus becomes easier to understand since the δ rules are no longer
explicit evaluation steps. This opens in particular new possibilities in a deep
study of the calculus such as a Böhm theorem [Kri90] for the ρ-calculus.
The same approach can be applied to other calculi like the λ-calculus with
a parallel operator. In fact, the rst attempt to a denotational (Scott) se-
mantics of the ρ-calculus proposed in [FM05] enlighten a relation between the
ρ-calculus and the λq-calculus. The λq-calculus was introduced as a λ-calculus
that is expressive for domains of parallel functions [Bou94]. Syntactically,
it is an extension of the λ-calculus with a parallel operator that distributes
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left w.r.t the application and with the λ-abstraction (as the structure opera-
tor of the ρ-calculus). It has been extended to parallel and non-deterministic
λ-calculi like in [DCdP93].
Scott models for the ρ-calculus are surprisingly close to the models of the
λq-calculus (the parallel operator, respectively the structures are adequately
represented by the join operator) and this suggests a relationship between the
structure operator of the ρ-calculus and the parallel operator of the λq-calculus.
We introduce a new calculus that extends the syntax and the operational
semantics of the λ-calculus to deal with canonical sets of terms. This calculus
enjoys the Church-Rooser property and gives a new operational semantics
for the λq-calculus (the work of [Bou94] mainly insists on models while in this
work, we propose to look at the λq-calculus from an operational point of view).
Contributions
We propose a new syntax and operational semantics for the λq-calculus. We
introduce a new approach to deal with collections of results that can be applied
both to the λq-calculus and to the ρ-calculus. We also make clear the rela-
tionship between both formalisms. Finally, since the standard techniques of
rewriting modulo [Hue80,KK99,Ohl98] cannot be applied to prove the Church-
Rosser property, the approach followed hereinspired from [HR03] may be
applied likewise in the abstract study of rewriting modulo an equivalence re-
lation. We nally discuss an implementation of the calculus in TOM [Tom]
and its link with canonical abstract syntax trees [Rei06].
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